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MEASURING IIFEAR OF CRIME II 

INTRODUCTION 

Methodologists.have often observed that 11 ••• measurement problems consti-

tute the key to the advancement of any. sci ence. Without adequate measure-

inent, even the most eloquent theories must go untested II (Blalock, 1968:6). 

The process of developing such adequate measures involves three basic steps: 

(1) concept.ualization, (2) operationalization, and (3) evaluathm, with the 

latter step providing feedback for the modification of the other two. The 

principal road to conceptual development is a theoretical one. Although 

many constructs have popular or mass odgins,., their use in scientific re-

search usually involves considerable clarification and specification, The 

second step~ operationalization, invol~es the t~anslation of theoretical 

language into a concrete process which resu,lts in the assignment of numbers 

to the object of interest. " It should be .noted that this process involves 

both a definition of the characteristic to be Illeasured (step one) and a set 

of rules i:1bout ho\'/ to measure it (cf. Kaplan, 1964:177). Once a concept has 

been translated into operational procedures, the adequacy of the results 

must be evaluated in terms of their abfiity to represent the theoretical 

concept. The usual criteria for evaluation involve estimates of reliability 
v 

and validity. "These evaluations may result in confirmation of the measure, 
• . 1:'-

a clarification of the concept, ~r ~ modification of the procedures designed 

to'measure the concept. Thus, in the gereralsense, measurement; requires a 
o 

cQntinuol,ls interplay between bot\1 conceptJJal development;. ?nd methodological 

. "sophisticatiQn_ 
\f 

'BeGql,lse jud~mentsregardin9 the success pr failure of Grime prevention 

Pfo9Nms gnd decisiQnsabqut future ftlOd;ngare often made on the basis of 

measures taken by evaluatQrs. the &bove consideratiQ~S are especial}y 

t ," 



h Of primary interes't is the conclusion that important to eval uati6n researc . ., 
. , 

a pr~gram shows no. measurable effect. Such conclusions are a chronic problem 

in the field of crime prevention evaluation. The absence of an effect may 

f '1 or measurement failure (Green and be due to program failure, theory a1 ure, 

1977) The fi rs t concerns the fi de lity Lewis, 1977] cf. Boruch and Gomez, . 

~f implementation for the program and is not the concern of this paper. 

, f to the ,'mproper designation of the relevant program Theory failure re ers 

constructs. The l~esearchers may concl ude that there "'las no effect because 

the treatment and/or impact variables have been inadequately defined. This 

f t ' 1 a t to the actual situation may result in the measurement 0 concep s lrre ev n 

program impact. Measurement failure involves the situation in which the 

relevant concepts have been designated but inad~quately operationalized. The 

result ing from program evaluations (i.e., policy, revery real consequences 

commendations)ernphasize the importance of the interplay between conceptua

lization and operationalization in applied settings. 

th 
"
ssues as they relate to one area of In this paper, we address ese 

community crime prevention programs. As defined by National Institute of 

Justice and HUD guidelines, local crime prevention efforts are charged with 

the dual goals of reducing both crime and the fear of crime (HUD, 1979; LEAA, 

1978). Both goals are targeted as th~ primary focus of these programs., but 

the 'latter is usually relegated to an ancillary role by researchers. This 

is reflected in the differential effort devoted to the ITi:asurement of each 

d b 1 Our pr','ncio, a1 concerns rest with the conceptual concept, as discusse, e ow. 

and operational development of "fear.of crime" meaSures.c, ~Je maintain that 

the relative absenc~ of operational 'consistehcy (standard;zeq measures) and 

absence of evaluative data on the adequacy of such measures, may be traced 

to conceptU(il ambiguity or an inattentfon to conceptyal development.' 

2 

.11 
\ 

Concerning the program goal of reduced crime, much effort has been 

devoted to improving measures of criminal incidents. Conceptually, at least, 

the incidence of crime is quite clear and involves acts which transgress legal 

proscriptions. Traditionally, crimes reported to the police were the only 

measures of crime rates. However, during the 1960·s, the apparent increased 

crime rates, combined, with the groyling criticism of reported crime as a 

measu're of amount of crime, produced a new means of operationalizing criminal 

incidents. The resulting strategy was to survey citizens about criminal 

offenses committed against them. These IIYictimization" surveys were original-
/) 

1y developec!;'for the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administra-

tion of Justice (see Biderman, et a1., 1967; Reiss, 1967, Ennis, 1967) and 

have become a standard tool in the evaluation of crime prevention programs 

(cf. Kelling, et al., 1974; Fowler, et al., 1978; Schwartz, et al" 1~75). 

The primary evaluations of measures resulting from these surveys have been 

reverse record checks (Kalish, T974; LEAA, 1972; Sparks, et a1., 1977), for

ward record checks (Schneider, 1977), and estimates of test/retest reliabi

li.ty (Hindelang, et al., 1978:230-233.). These studies have demonstrated that 

victimization surveys produce reasonably valid and reliable es'timates of 
() 

'victimization for most crimes, albeit at considerable cost, . HmoJever, Skogan 

(1978) provides a detailed critique of this approach and indicates that there 

appears to be considerable room for improvement in these surveys, both coo

c~ptually and operationally. 

In contN$ t to the, extens i ve conceptual and methodo 1 09i ca 1 work di rected 
" 

at the measurement of criminal incidents, the area popularly known as fear of 

crime has received little attentioh.A wide variety of operational constructs 

,have been employed as measures of this concept, resulting in little standar

dization and" a patchwork knowledge of the ar,ea (see Baumer, 1978). We,contend 

thQt this situation is an outcome of the conceptual ambi9uity created b,y the 
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term 'fear of crime. II It is a very general popular and political concept 

empl'oyed to communi cate a vari ety of ideas. As such, little convergence 

in operational measures is possible without considerable clarification. 

Below we first offer ~. critique of the concept and then suggest that the 

term be abandoned as a scientific construct in favor of what we view as 

three of the most critical components of the phenomena involved. 

THE CONCEPTUAL PROBLEM 

As suggested above, "fear of crime" has not been clearly defined in 

either popular or scientific usage. Close examination indicates that the 

terms has been used in reference to feelings, beliefs, perceptions, opinions, 

and behaviors regarding crime. Thus, one of the most fundamental questions 

that has not been adequately addressed in previous research is-~what is meant, 

and should be meant, by the term IIfeilr of crime?!' As suggested earlier, re-

searchers have all too often ignored this question as they move from popular 

conceptions to operational definttions. Again, the first fundamental step in 

measurement development is conceptualization. 

Certilinly, "fear of crime,'! as commonly measured, is not really fear of 

crime. Technically speaking, the term "fear of crime" should refer to an 

immediate, acute, emotional response to ~ particular stimulus event related 

to crime. As such, it has almost nothing in common with the fear-of-crime 

literature." Psychologists have studied emotions for many years, and anyone 

interested in the fear response is referred to this extensive literature 

(see Leventhal, 1974, for a complete revi'i=w, and Plutchik, 1980~ for recent 

advilnces). While the;ries of emotions tend fo include the components of sub-

jective awarenes's, ilutonomic/visceral reactions, and expressive behaviors, 

these reaction$ ilre 1J$l,Jally conceptl,Jalized il$ following immediate.l,y from the 

stimulus even~ and measurement is usually taken shortly thereafter. Obviously, 

the fear of crime literature focuses on more distant and, for some respondents, 

less tangible criminal events, with the additional assumption that the fear 

construct can be tapped using a self-report methodology. 

If fear-of-crime studies have not measured fear, then what have they 

measured and how have researchers conceptualized the phenomena involved? 

Although it would be inappropriate to review the various measures of "fear 

of crime
ll 

at this point, the problems with previous ccnceptual approaches 

shG)~ld be briefly mentioned to demonstrate the need for conceptual clarify 

in this topic area. 

Recent theoretical and empiric~l efforts to move beyoncL',the problem of 

label ing every1;hing IIfear" have been few in number and have yet to offer a 

convincing conceptualization of the phenomena (see Baumer, 1979, and Dubow, 

et al., 1978 for reviews). For example, Furstenberg (1971) distinguished 

between fear of crime and concern about crime as a social problem. While 

accepting this distinction, Fowler and Mangione (1974) questioned Furstenberg's 

operational definition of fear in tel~ms of subjective risk of victimi~ation. 

They proceeded to treat fear ilnd perceived r.isk of victimization as separate 

concepts, whereby the former refers to an internal emotional state and th~ 

latter refers to perceived threat in the external environment. In any event, 

fear is the target concept in these early attempts of conceptualizatidn. 

Dubow, et ale (1978) have proposed a broader classification scheme thilt 

encompass values, judgments, and emotio~s about crimes. This scheme is con

si~Ctent with Fowler ilnd Mangione's distinction between risk (i .e., a judgmenit~. 
and feilr (i.e., an emotion). IIConcern ll about crime is treated as a valUe in 

this framework. The emphasis here is on making technicill di.stinctions between 

tYPes oJ perceptions (e.g., values v~. judgments). 
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While some conceptual progress is apparent, the state-of-the art leaves 

muc~ to be desired. For example, is it useful to {4parate perceived risk of 
c;=:,.\ 

victimization from worry/fear about victimization? Although one is techni

cally a judgment and the other is an emotion, they are both indicators of 

the perceived threat of victimization or perceived personal safety. In fact, 

Baumer's (1979) factor analysis revealed that "risk" and "worry" items loaded 

on th~ same factor. Thus, perhaps conceptual framewotks should not give as 

much attention to the type of response (e.g., judgment vs. emotion vs. values) 

but should attend more to the psychological significance of the response to 

the individual respondent (to be elaborated later). The empirical support for 

the distinction between risk and V1Ol"ry is presently lacking. However, there 

is general agreement that risk and \'wrry' can be distinguished from concern 

about crime as a social problem. The framework we will propose can account 

for these distinctions and others. 

Previous <;"onceptualizations of "fear of crime" have focused on the~above

mentioned perceptions, but have not incorporated behavioral adaptations used 

to p}~otect oneself or one's property. We argue t.hat behavioral responses to 

crime not only deserve treatment in the same conceptual framework, but such 

responses may be the best indicators of "fear of crime" (in the generi~ sense), 

given that fear cannot be measured directly. Thus, behavioral adaptations 

will be included in our conceptualization. 

When conceptualization is underdeveloped, measurement can be expected to:, 

show a .. parallel deficiency. Developing acceptable measure of ill-defined 
'i 

conce~~'s "is very difficult, if not impossible. Our main concern is that mea-

sures of the relevant constructs have not been adequately evaluated. As noted 

earlier, evaluation should focus on questions of validity an~,reliaOility. 

In terms of validity, there is little evidence of any"evQluation other than 

the examination of face validity. Of course, even face validity is problema-

tic when researchers begin with the questionable assumption that diver~e 

items are measuring fear of crime, rather than some other construct. A few 

factor-analytic strategies have been employed, but more work is needed. At 

present, these data suggest that (1) fear and risk are 'Jistinct from concern 

about crime (e.g., Baumer, 1979), and (2) personal safety (fear) is distinct 

from worry about one I s home ( Normoyl e, 1980). 

In terms of reliability, a few recently developed scales have been 

assessed for internal consistency (e.g., Baumer, 1980; Normoyle>1- 1980; Lavrakas, 

1979), but only one study has examined test-retest reliability (B'ielby and Berk, 

1979). Both types of reliability have been acceptably high in the above-

mentioned studies. Of course, reliability is a necessary but not a sufficient 

condition for validity. The dimensions of primary interest or the number of 

theoretical construc~ involved remain~ confused. 

TOWARD A RECONCEPTUALIZATION 

At this point, we would like to share our latest thinking r:egardi,ng the 

conceptualization of phenomena lab(;?led "fear of crime," propose SOJne new direc .. 

tions, and reinforce some recent trends in the literature. 

First, we a.rgue that the ambiguity and multiple usages of the term IIfear 

of crime" suggest that it should be avoided whenever Possjble~ as it only adds 

confusion to the topic areq. More accurately, the literature to wflich this 

term refers focuses on the'impact'of'crime'on'the'individua.l. Fear, or petter 

yet, pgrcei-ved safety, is only one of many reactions to c:rime that has been 

meaSl.,Ired, and as SUch, should be plac~d in the context'of a l~rger conceptual 

framework. Moreover, these safety ~easures are probably tappi.ng a, genera] 

anxiety or worry about victimization, rather than fear. 
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We propose a relatively simple framework for conceptualizing the impact 

of crime on the indivi dual. Essenti ally, the effects of crime tan be measured 

in terms of: 

, Citizens' perceived threat of individual victimization. 

, Assessmen~of neighborhood crime problems. 

" Self-reports of behavioral adaPtati~ (J 

Furthermore, we propose that the stimulus events include both personal crimes 

and property crimes. This framework is illustrated in Table 1. This classi

fication scheme suggests that there are at least six dimensions that can be 

identified when defining the impact of crime on the individual. 

Insert Table 1 About Here .. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.: 

There are a number of reasons witt we have selected these particulqrc:,dimen

sions, including the following: (1) These dimensions can incorporate the most 

relevant measures from previous reseq~ch; (2) they pinpoint reactions which may 

be ,affected by crime prevention progra~s, and (3) they properly restrict the 

boundaries of study to the individual's perceptions of threat, perceptions of 

the local neighborhood, and crime-related behavioral adaptations. 

Each of th~ three major domajns will be briefly described, but first the 
o 

basic distinctions between them~hould be noted. Earlier, when we spoke of . 

the need to classify responses according to the psychologi.cal significance which 

they hold for the respondent (rather than their technical differences Qsjudg-' 

ments",feelings, behaviors, etc.), we were primarilY referring to a distinction 

petweerl the personal threat'which crime poses to individual citizens and their 
. -- - - ') , '\ 

'perception of the local crime problem. Certainly, we can imagine 'people who 
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Types of 
Crime 

Personal 

Property 

Table 1. Framework for Classifying Measures of the 
Impact of Crime on Individuals* 

Perceived Threat 
of Individual 

IIVi ctimi zati on 

Estlmates of personal 
sa fety on 1 oca 1 
streets 

Worry about 
burglary 

Item Focus 
Assessments of 
Neighborhood 
Crime Problems 

Perceived extent 
of local robbery 
as a problem ' 

Perceived extent 
of burglary as 
a local problem 

*Cell entries contain examples of appropriate item content. 
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Behavioral' 
Adaptations 

Reports of personal 
res tri cti on of 
activities 

Self reports of 
locking behavior 
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view the crime problem in their neighborhood as rather serious, but yet do 

not feel personally threatened by" the possibility of victimi~ation. Thus, 

assessments of the neighborhood crime problem should be treated as a separate 

dimension. Perceptions of the risk and worry about victimization are both 

considered assessments of threat, and protective behaviors are viewed as adap

tations to that perceived threat of vicilmization. Certainly perceptions and 

behav·i:::Jral adaptations are conceptually distinct, but each is very personal 

to t.,he respondent. In summary, our simplified conceptual approach calls for 

an i:'/1terna1,"externa i or· sel f-envi ronment di chotomy, invol vi ng the assessment 

of crime in relationship to oneself (perceived threat and behavioral adaptations) 

(assessment of local crime problem) 
\ , 

I( and crime in relationshio ~ the neighborhood 
.=..:-.:c:;..:.::;.. - - ---~ 

The three primary variable domains identified in this rec'~ncept\l~lization are 
\! 

discussed below in relationship to previous measurement efforts. 

PERCEIVED THREAT OF INDIVIDUAL i/VICVMIZATION 
, ' , . 

-. :' , :1 " 

Previous measures that fit under this ca,:fegory are generally of two types--

questions about perceived safety and questions about perceived risk of 

victimization. Questions about perceived safety are usually quite direct. 

For example, the LEAA city victimization surveys'asked respondents "how sgfe 
d" ht?" do you feel, or would you feel, being out alone in your neighbor~oo at n1g " 

, "f "d II As a substitute for "safe, II other surveys have usech,the words, a ra1 , 
-. ' ~ , 

"worri ed, II •• uneasy," ~jconcerned" and ot}ill::'~, terms intended to di rectlymeas.'ure 
. 

fear of crime. 

The typical approach to measuring perceived safety suffers from a number 

of limitations. Aside from a false sense oT accuracy produced by their appa

rent face validity, usually only a single item is used. The reasons why we 

should be suspicious of singfe item measures are well documented (e.g., 

(( o 

-----~ ,---
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Schuman & Duncan, 1974). In addition, these items are often so direct that 

they probably elicit socially desirable responses (e.g., young males are 

unlikely to admit feeling lIunsafell or being "afraid"). Another limitation 

of the typical perceived safety items is that they focus almost exclusively 

on the personal crimes of assault and robbery, while worry about property 

crimes has been ignored. Normoyle's (1980) research stands as a recent 

exception to this rule, demonstrating that "fear" reactions to personal and 

property crimes are distinct dimensions . ... 

The absence of standardization in previous safety questions is readily 

apparent. For example,existing itell1s show wide variation in how the fear

producing stimulus is defined. Sometimes, the safety question is tied to 

,specific crimes and/or specific ~ituations, while other times, criminal 

situations are implicitly referenced or the question is directed at crime in 

general or the neighborhood in general. 

The second major type of threat questions are those concerning risk of 

victimization. Respondents are often asked to estimate their chances of being 

victimized by specific crimes on a point scale. Again, the stimUlus is not 

alw&ys specific crimes. Sometimes, the stimulus is "crime ll in general, IIthis 

neighborhood," or a comb.ination of crimes such as "robbed, threatened, beCiten 

up, or anyth·jng of that sort. II Property crimes are better represented among 

risk items than among safety items. However, risk items mQre frequently 

e introduce conceptual problems by not qlways referring to the respondent's own 

\:~'risk oi victim'i'zation. For exampl~,. respondents have been asked how 1 ikely 
.-') 

,~;~ it is that "g. home or apartmentll or "a person around here ll will be victimized 

by crime. While;::,some researchers have used these questions as an indirect 
\ 

"projective,f technique for assessing the respondent's own perceived risk and 

safety, we'are-r';~luctant to endorse this approach because of its inherent 
.~ . J liil.erpretCltl on/i"prob 1 ems. 
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As we begin to develop items that measure assessments of threat,we are 

following some basic guidelines which should carry us beyond previous measure

ment efforts. First, multi-item scales are essential." Second, an effort is 

being made to avoid questions which encourage socially desirable responses 

(e.g., "uneasy" and "concerned" may work better than "unsafe" or "afraid").. 

Third, the variations in stimulus situations evident in the literature must 

be cOhtrolled and, to some extent, standardized across items. We propose 

that risk and safety items be developed for specific property and personal 

crimes. 

ASSESSMENT OF NEIGHBORHOOD CRIME PROBLEMS 

The second major domain in the conceptual framework concerns ass~ssments 

of neighborhood crime problems. Two types of assessments are most frequently 

requested: (1) Those where respondents judge the magnitud~ of the crime 

problem, either by estimating crime rates or selecting the best descriptive 

adjectives, and (2) those whereorespondents evaluate the importance of crime 

as a public concern or political prioritY. We maintain that the perceptions 

of the local or neighborhood crime problem should be included in any comple(te 

conceptualization of the impact of crime, as they provide information concern

ing both the objective and perceived threat to individual citizens. However, 

perceptions of the crime problem beyond the neighborhood level seem to have 
) 

little relevance to the evaluation of local community crime prevention pro-

grams. Thus, the many questions asking respondents~.",,!o estimate crime rates 
-' - '-'-<'~~,------;:-.::::::~' 

or describe the crime problem at the city, state, or natronal level shoUld 'be 

excluded from this category. Similarly, comparisonS' of crime rates across 

different times qrlocations!lre useful here only if the neighborhood, or 
I 

specific crimes within the neighborhood, are being .ass.essed, or the time frame 

12 
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has some special relationship to program implementation. 

l4e must admit that setting the conceptual parameters for assessnients 

of neighborhood crime problems is difficult, especially since previ9us ques-

tions ,cover a wide range of topics. For example, a number of existing items 

ask for an assessment of othe~ peop1e in the neighbornood, especially in terms 
<\ 

of their attitudes about crime prevention, willingness to help other neighbors,or 

willingness to participate in the criminal justice system. On the one 

hand, it may be possible to develop a meaningful IItrust" or "social cohesion" 

scale. On the other hand, these items are not central to a framework directed 

at the individual impact of crime. 

Our own efforts tend to focus on assessments of specific crime problems 

within the neighborhood. In addition to estimated rates, a variety of 

adjectives can be used to describe crime and/or the neighborhood--e.g., 

IIdangerous," II safe," "serious,1I "a problem,1I "concern,1I etc. Multi-item 

'. 

scales are being constructed. Some success in this area has been achieved 

and the semantic differential approach may prove useful in thi$ topic area. 

SELF-REPORTS OF BEHAVIORAL ADAPTATIONS 

The thir~ area of potential impact is crime-related protective behaviors, 

This category COVE:!rs a very wide range of potential actions, varying ininten

sity, consE:!quences, and the object of the actions. Although some research 

has bE:!en directE:!d toward these actions, they typically have not been included 

as explicit goals in crime "pr~vention programs. With some effort they could 

be incorporated into the evaluation of such programs and might serve as impor-
c, 

tant impact meaSl,lres. 

Operationally, this area has "been dominated by single item meaSurE:!S which 
() -' 

vary in specificity. Some surveys have asked very global questions about crime-'" 
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I related behaviors. For example, the national crime surveys asked'respondents 

lIin general have .YQ!! limited or changed your activities because of crime?" 

Other researchers have asked similar questions but have included examples of 

potential behavior or followed affirmative responses with a request to be 

more specific. 

By far the most popular approach has been to query respondents abo~t 

specific actions. The objects of many of these questions are home protective 

behaviors. These include questions about the installation and use of security 

devices (e.g., locks, bars, lights, timers, and alarms), engraving valuables, 

obtaining insurance policies, and making agreements with neighbors to watch 

theit house or apartment. Other surveys have asked about behaviors which 

might serve to protect the individual from II streetll criwEs. These include: 

Staying inside at night, not going out aloile, avoiding certain areas or places, 

driving rather than walking or taking public transportation, or carrying a 

~eapon. Generally these self-reported behaviors have been analyzed separately 

and relative frequencies compared. 

Some attempt has been made tb develop multi-item indi£es of behavioral 

adaiJt~ti ons. Lavrakas (1979) has reported on a property protection s:ca 1 e. 

This was a Guttman scale composed of four self-reported actions: Leaving 

lights on when away, asking a neighbor to watch the house or apartment, stop

ping deliveries, and notifying the police when leaving for more than a few 

days. ~avrakas found these items formed a unidimensional scale with a co-
\' 

efficient of reproducibility of .. 92 and a coefficient of scalability of .65. 

This suggests a promising direction for the study of home protectjve behaviors. 

Another scale of personal protective behaviors has been reported by Baumer 

(1980). This additive index contained four items and wa~ also .unidimensional, 

with an alph~ reliability of .70. The component behaviors included: .going 
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out with an escort at night, driving rather than walking because of crime 
.' , 

taking protection along when going out alone, and avoiding certain areas. 

Each of these efforts sug~ests the viability of considering multi-item in

~dices 9f behavioral adaptations. 

Much work remains 'to be done if measurement in'this area is to be more 

closely tied to program evatuation. Perhaps most important is the specifica

tion of program target behaviors and the directl'on of the t" an lClpated effect. 

Behavioral targets must be selected which can be affected by programmatic 

intervention. Citizen actions which involve great expense or effort will 

probably not be sensitive to the types of intervention usually included in 

crime prevention programs. In addition the nature of the anticipated program 

impact must be specified. for example, some programs may aim at increasing 

certain behavior (e.g., home security) while attempting to decrease others 

(e.g~, restriction of actions). 

SUMMARY 

The development and standardization of measures in the area described as 

IIfear of crime" should b~gin where all good measurement begins--with sound con

ceptualization of the phenomena to,. be researched. A s a whole, the fear of crime 

literature has given insufficient attention to ~his indispensible first step, 

and has focused almost exclusively on the"correlates of a few items which have 

b~en eVi:lluated only in" terms of their face validity. 

While better Gonceptualization should result in improved op.erationalization, 

0'11,Y t~rou9h empirical eVirluation can the degree of correspondence between con.,.. . 
if 

cepts i:lnd measures be adequately determined •. W~ are currently assessing this 

G!;lrre.sPQnOeoce in a NILECJ~f~nded project. Our reconceptuqlization of the 
I; ",,' .. 

area is being translqted i,nt(t multi~item ~.~ales, and these indic~$ will be 

topic 
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" subjected to vi:lrious tests of 'validity and reliability. Hopefully, our 

efforts will produce a validated instrument that can be used by researchers 

and local program evaluators to assess the impact of crime on individual 

citizens. 
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